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O n the 1st November , regulars and staff from the Duke of York in Lichfield took an 

evening trip to the new Joule’s Brewery at Market Drayton. The whole event in-

cluding transport, ale, food, and a brewery tour, was kindly funded by Joule’s. A short 

charity quiz took place on the bus, both to keep the passengers quiet and to provide a 

donation for ‘Help for Heroes’. 

On arrival the brand new tower brewery was very prominent behind the brewery’s tap, 

the Red Lion. The original pub had been tastefully refurbished and extended at the rear 

to provide a large oak panelled function room which easily accommodated our party of 

forty three. Joule’s certainly knew what our priorities were and had already poured about 

50 pints of Joule’s Pale Ale (4.1%) in readiness for our arrival. 

Before we embarked on a brewery tour we had plenty of time to top up our pints while 

chatting and taking in the interesting surroundings. I opted to have a pint of Double Hop 

(4.1%) which as expected is a lot more dry to the taste and bitter than the Pale Ale. As 

one would expect at a brewery, both ales were on excellent form and indeed very 

moreish. We had even brought the official ‘Lichfield Ale Tasters’ with us, Nick Sedg-

wick and Colin Albitt who were both seen to be enthusiastically quaffing their ale. A 

pump clip was spotted for a third, stronger, Joule’s ale called Slumbering Monk (4.5%) 

although this was not available on the day. 

For the brewery tour we split into two groups and I opted to join the second tour con-

ducted by the head brewer, Adam. We made our way up a series of stairways to the top 

of the brewery and were invited to taste the malt and sniff the hops to experience the 

bitter aroma. We then went down the first stairway to have a closer look at the coppers 

and the six 30-barrel fermenting vessels. As explained by Adam, the brewery is full of 

high-tech devices and computer control. This ensures that all stages of the brewing proc-

ess are monitored and automatically con-

trolled to ensure consistent quality of the end 

product. Back on the ground floor we were 

shown the state-of-the-art barrelling plant. 

After the tour was over we returned to the 

function suite and complemented our ale with 

wholesome food from a buffet laid on by our 

hosts. All enjoyed soaking up their beer with 

a fine array of top quality bread, cheeses, 

pork pie, pickles, and crisps. 

After a few more pints and some group pho-

tographs, it was suddenly 10.30pm and time 

to start coaxing our party back on the bus for 

our return journey to Lichfield. It is certainly 

true that time really does fly by when you are 

enjoying yourself! In the meantime, I look 

forward to drinking more Joule’s ales at the 

Duke of York! 

Joule’s Brewery Trip 
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Many thanks to Paul, Wendy, and staff 

(pictured below) of the Duke of York for 

organising the transport, and to Joule’s 

brewery for their hospitality, good food, 

and last but not least, fine ales on this great 

night out! 

Dave Backhouse 

Joule’s cont. 

The original Joule’s ceased production in 

Stone on the 25th October 1974. This 

£1.65m rebuild took the brewery to Market 

Drayton, about 10 miles from Stafford, 

with the first brew released on 25th Octo-

ber of this year – a break of 36 years! 

New brewer Adam Goodall, pictured be-

low right, was assisted in recreating the 

beers by Anthony Heely, below left, the 

last man to brew Joule’s in Stone! 
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I n today’s globalised world, we are all too familiar with the key themes of big business 

– merge, rationalise, downsize. And export the whole outfit to China if at all possible. 

Aside from moving it to the far East, we’ve seen it all in the UK brewing industry, with 

Greene King a leading player: buy the brewery, pledge earnestly to keep it going, and 

then make the amazing discovery a year later that closing it will make bags of cash to 

fund bonuses for the board. Goodbye Ridley’s, goodbye Hardy & Hansons. And of 

course, GK are only carrying on the sleazy path trodden by so many, maybe most fa-

mously Whitbread’s “Tour of Destruction.” This is why it’s been such a pleasure to hear 

about the beer-friendly acquisitions of a large Belgian brewer. 

The recent Tunnel Brewery Belgian beer trip – Tunnel’s “Tour of Consumption” – took 

us, amongst other places, to the Antwerp suburb of Breendonk, where Duvel is brewed. 

If you aren’t already familiar with this classic ale, then just possibly you should stay ig-

norant – it’s golden, silkily luscious, and despite its 8.5%, dangerously drinkable. 

Duvel is the flagship ale of the Moortgat Brewery, established in 1871, and still firmly in 

the hands of the Moortgat family. The fourth generation of the family are on an eclectic  

acquisition trail, and in recent years they’ve snapped up Achouffe, Liefmans, Bernard in 

the Czech republic, and Ommegang in New York state. Most recently, they’ve even 

clinched the Antwerp icon of De Koninck. 

Should alarm bells be ringing? Is this a Belgian version of the Tour of Destruction, 

which, like Whitbread before it, will see Moortgat eventually swallowed by one of the 

bigger fishes? Many-headed monsters like AB InBev are always on the lookout for tasty 

morsels. 

The crystal ball looks surprisingly positive. The 

family ethos of Moortgat is holding strong; they 

do genuinely appear to value the businesses they 

have bought, and actions speak louder than 

words. They have proven their desire to keep 

breweries open, and to retain local beer produc-

tion for local people. But the point is that their 

business model is not driven by pimply accountants, or a bonus-bloated board. 

Not that this local approach stops them selling Duvel across the globe – it claims to be 

the only quality beer available on Easter Island! And Duvel certainly has its many fans 

across the globe, at its extreme typified by a young lady with a Duvel tattoo in a strategic 

place. We can’t print it, look on the web! Suffice to say that when her first-born takes its 

first nourishment, it will be gazing at a rather fetching advert for a recommended drink in 

later life.  

Family concerns are, of course, always hostages to fortune. Witness the near-demise of 

Batemans, or the actual demise of Morrells of Oxford. There is always the risk that the 

desire to cash in the family jewels will eventually surface. Heritage tends to go out of the 

window in such cases. Let’s hope that Moortgat avoids this fate and presents an example 

to those remaining brewing dynasties. 

Big Can Be Beautiful 
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Beer Snippets 

The Good Beer Guide 2011 was released in September. The must-have book for serious 

ale drinkers reveals that there are now 767 breweries operating in Britain – four times the 

number in existence when CAMRA was founded in 1971. 78 new breweries opened in 

the past year. Allowing for closures, that’s a net increase of 56. 

The Samuel Smith’s Brewery in Yorkshire has long been noted for its 

publicity-shy eccentricity, most recently the de-badging of its estate of 

pubs so that you can no longer tell that they’re Sam’s houses. Their tied-

house ale prices are also remarkably drinker friendly, making Wether-

spoons look expensive. So the recent action of reclusive owner Humphrey 

Smith has come as a bit of a surprise, chasing Cropton Brewery through 

the courts because Cropton have dared to use the Yorkshire white rose on 

its Yorkshire Warrior brew (left), a charity fund-raiser for the Yorkshire 

Regiment. Smith claims that it’s too similar to the white rose that Sam’s 

has been using since the 1960s. It’s unclear quite why the eccentric Hum-

phrey has taken the hump, but he clearly thinks that he has exclusive 

rights to the emblem of God’s own county. 

This year’s Munich Oktoberfest celebrated its 200th anniversary, and 

did so in style by banning cigarettes within the giant marquees, for the 

whole 16 days of the event. Germany has a pretty grey approach to smoking in pubs; 

smoking bans in bars are generally very weakly controlled by the authorities, and in 

many places the ban is not observed at all. 

Attempting to reintroduce the weed into selected English pubs is Tory MP David Nut-

tall, who tabled a Private Members Bill proposing a relaxation of the smoking ban. He’s 

a non-smoker but would like pubs and clubs to be allowed to choose whether they have a 

smoking room. His bid fell at the first post, as MPs voted against the measure by 141 

votes to 86. 

Publicans would also like to see smoking back into the pub, according to a survey by 

the pro-choice organisation freedom2choose. The survey of 570 publicans found that 

only 8% back a full ban, while 72% were in favour of a separate smoking room. Critics 

of the ban have claimed that it is the main reason behind pub closures. 

Fans of coffin nails can look to the Netherlands, which has become the first European 

country to overturn its smoking ban. Tar and carbon monoxide devotees will be allowed 

to light up in more than 2,000 pubs, two years after the ban was first bought in. The bars 

must have a small floor space, and be owner-operated with no other staff. The Govern-

ment has even cancelled 280 fines accumulated during a campaign of civil disobedience 

by smokers and bar owners. Tarry lungs here we come! 

Rabid Daily Mail journalists love to proclaim that the country has gone to rack and 

ruin, and that only they have the wisdom to put things right. Their usual myth that 24 

hour licensing has brought the nation to its knees was exploded by Government figures 

which revealed that only four percent of licensed premises are allowed to open around 

the clock – and nearly eight out of ten of these are hotels and shops! 
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Beer Snippets cont. 

BrewDog of Aberdeen has a big following in ale circles, but their 

latest marketing venture is unlikely to win praise from CAMRA, as 

it’s keg beer! The saving grace is that BrewDog beers are so full of 

flavour that they’ll still shine through in cold’n’fizzy format. In typi-

cal BrewDog style, the promotional material for this latest venture is 

over-the-top, as they praise the new keg font (right) as “a totemic 

bastion for quality beer and a genuine conversation starter.” Reality 

check guys – it is just a poxy little keg font! 

Real ale is surging ahead according to The Cask Report, with 3,000 

more pubs serving cask ale than a year ago. Small cask ale brewers 

also saw a 5% rise in volumes, compared to a drop of 11% for the 

multinational fizz producers. And cask drinkers are more upmarket 

than non-cask drinkers – 68% of them are in social grade A, B or C1. 

We don’t have a clue what this means, but it’s clearly better than being a plebby C2, D or 

E! While you are enjoying your superiority to those common-as-muck lager drinkers, 

you can also take comfort in the fact that they’re being charged more for it, with lager 

costing more than ale in 9 out of 10 pubs! 

Sussex Police have highlighted a strange quirk in the licensing laws. Catching villains is 

just that bit too hard, so the fuzz were instead doing underage sting operations against 

pubs. The Babylon found that they were unable to prosecute airside bars at airports, as 

such outlets do not need premises licenses! Unhappy at having had their sweets taken 

away, the cops are now lobbying the Home Office to require licenses for such premises, 

so that they will have the pleasure of taking them away again! 

Is it important how a pint of fizzy lager is poured? The makers of Stella Tortoise clearly 

think so. At a competition in London, they gathered 25 bartenders from around the globe 

to demonstrate their dexterity in pouring the stuff. The prize of “World Draught Master” 

went to Chris Myers from the US, who impressed the judges with his ‘nine step pour.’ 

We prefer the ‘one step pour’ – straight down the lav. 

Meanwhile, the boys at Wychwood decided to rain on Stella’s parade. 

They held a mock protest outside the Draught Master event, taunting the 

lager boys with placards carrying slogans such as “Dodge the Draught” 

and “Afraid of the Dark?” They also projected the Wychwood hobgoblin 

onto the wall, with a pointed finger proclaiming “Pour something you 

can taste lagerboys!” 

Warwickshire’s Purity Brewing Company has announced plans to almost triple its 

brewing capacity. By summer next year, Purity will have a 5.9 million pint-per-annum 

capability, cementing its place as easily the county’s biggest brewer. 

Greene King have launched a new advertising campaign for their ‘IPA.’  The first such 

ad is marvellously suitable for the stuff, as it shows a man who thinks he deserves a pint 

after bagging up the droppings of a guilty looking pooch. Is this a Freudian slip by the 

GK marketeers? Does holding up a bag of dog sh*t make the man think of a pint of 

Greene King IPA? We can see where they’re coming from. 
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Beer Snippets cont. 

David Cameron presented the Chilean President Sebastian Piñera with 33 bottles of 

London Pride on his visit to the UK – one for each of the rescued miners. Presumably he 

deliberately didn’t choose GK IPA – the miners would probably have scurried back 

down the shaft to escape its scatological overtones. 

JD Wetherspoons have had to scale back their 7am opening times, recognising that 

many locations just weren’t getting the required trade. Around 40% of JDWs will con-

tinue with a 7am kickoff, while 30% will move to 8am and the remaining 30% to 9am. 

So if you fancy an early brekkie, check your local JDW isn’t having a lie-in. 

Carlsberg UK has had to recall some of its 275ml bottles of Tuborg lager sold in bottle 

packs, because the product might contain small pieces of glass. Probably the sharpest 

lager in the world? 

Wake up and smell the coffee? On the other side of the pond, it’s wake up and sniff the 

alcohol, with news that Starbucks is experimenting by selling beer and wine in a few of 

its US coffee houses. Will the same happen in the UK, to muscle in on an already 

stretched pub sector? If the beer is priced anything like the coffee, then it’s hard to see 

them succeeding! 

Coming to a pub near you may be a trial of safety drinking glasses. But you won’t 

know, as the tests are being conducted in secrecy, by the Safety Council. The vessels are 

a special toughened glass rather than the plastic which has proved so unpopular. 
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Tipple Tattle 

NORTH WARWICKSHIRE 

Brilliant news - our branch has a new brewery! Merry Miner is a small micro on a farm 

unit near Warton, east of Tamworth. It was set up by a former miner, Alan, hence the 

brewery name. The first beer, Davy’s Lamp at 4.0%, was amongst the first to sell out at 

Birmingham Beer Festival, and was reported to have gone down very well. In the few 

months he’s been going, he’s been a very busy bee, with Miner’s Fancy (6.2%), Pit Pony 

(4.5%) and Methane (5.0%). A future brew will be Warwickshire’s Finest (probably 

3.8%), recalling the Warwickshire coalfields of yore. We’ll be meeting up with Alan 

shortly, so more details in the next issue! 

Congratulations to the Griffin at Shustoke, which re-

ceived our branch’s award for Warwickshire Pub of 

the Year. Gaffer Mick Pugh, left, is pictured accepting 

the award from Eric Randall. The Griffin has long 

been a champion of real ale, marrying a wide range of 

ales with a cosy interior, and a good outdoor terrace 

and meadow for summer. You’ll usually find a brew 

available from the on-site brewery. Brewer Oliver, 

Mick’s son, wasn’t there for the presentation as he’d 

gone to India to watch his Scots girlfriend compete in 

the Commonwealth Games swimming. But he’d left us 

a special beer to mark the event, Flying Scot! 

Just outside our branch, the refurbished Blue Lion at 

Witherley is worth a visit. The previously dull bar 

room has been incorporated into the main room – not 

always a good idea, but it does seem to have worked in this case. The ale choice could be 

a bit more varied, but you’ll generally find a Church End beer on in addition to Greene 

King and Marstons. 

Mancetter’s Blue Boar has moved on from Bass and Tunnel beers, and is now offering 

Tetley Bitter and Burton Ale, the old Ind Coope classic that is now made up in Leeds. 

The Plough at Mancetter has closed for a period yet again. Sadly this is a case of pub 

company greed, as it was a flourishing pub under the management of John and Barbara, 

until they decided to call it a day due to ever-increasing rents. The two subsequent ten-

ants have struggled to reinvigorate the place. The pub is open again, and we wish the 

new tenants all the best, as the place has a lot of promise. 

Nearby, the Anchor at Hartshill is closed, with some internal work in progress. It’s not 

clear what is happening to this Everards house, but rumour has it that it will be open by 

Christmas as some sort of yoof bar. Another nice old pub biting the dust? You’d think 

that Everards would have more sense, so we’ll have to wait and see. Former tenants Dave 

and Tony have moved on to the Olde Bulls Head in Broughton Astley. 

Atherstone’s �ew Dolphin continues to be a good choice for changing guest ales, with at 

least one and often two interesting guests. A recent weekend snapshot saw a choice of  

ales from Elland and Ossett, both in fine fettle. 
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The Hat & Beaver is also on a roll, with recent offerings from Sadlers, Wentworth, Wel-

tons, and our brand new branch brewery, Merry Miner! The Beaver already operates a 

weekday happy hour, but to perk up the New Year, they’ll be having ‘January Sales’ – a 

month-long promo, with 50p off all day Monday to Thursday, and until 8pm on Friday. 

�ether Whitacre Club in Station Road, Whitacre Heath were keen that we inform you 

that they have been serving Church End beers for over a year now. Gravediggers is per-

manent, accompanied by one of Goats Milk, Cuthberts, Poachers Pocket or Pheasant 

Plucker. They didn’t seem so keen to tell us about opening hours or conditions of entry, 

so if you’re interested, give ’em a ring on 01675 462662. 

STAFFORDSHIRE 

On Saturday 16 October, the Horse and Jockey in Lichfield hosted the launch of two 

new ales as part of the ‘Hoard Series’ from the Backyard Brewery in Brownhills. Heriot 

and Penda will compliment The Hoard which was first brewed around 12 months ago in 

recognition of the Anglo Saxon treasure discovered in a nearby field. Over that time the 

brewery has put aside 2p for each pint and 5p for each bottle sold, and at this launch 

event, presented a cheque for £750 to the Hoard Partnership.  

Meanhile, the George & Dragon on Beacon Street has recently received much deserved 

recognition for serving excellent quality cask ales. This is mainly down to the dedication 

and hard work of licensees Ross and Kiera. They are one of the five Lichfield pubs to be 

listed in the 2011 CAMRA Good Beer Guide, and to top that, have just gained the award 

of Marstons Regional Cask Ale Pub of the Year. They will without doubt be a serious 

contender for the next stage of the competition for the national winner. Apart from the 

ales, Ross and Kiera have made the George and Dragon into a welcoming, clean, and 

homely place to enjoy a drink. 

It’s official! Joule’s ales are now available at the Duke of York in Lichfield. Now that 

the new brewery is finally up and running, the Pale Ale and Double Hop are appearing 

more regularly at the Duke on Greenhill. However, be warned – it is not unusual for the 

thirsty clientele to drink them dry! 

Lichfield’s Earl of Lichfield is now being run by new tenants since Jason moved on to 

the Joule’s-owned Glebe in Stoke. New licensees Nick and his fiancé Charlie would like 

to offer their clientele the opportunity to ‘Suggest a Guest Ale’ from the Marston’s list. If 

all goes well, they would also like to install an extra handpull so they can offer two guest 

ales. Daytime food hours (Mon to Sat) have been extended to 6pm. Nick and Charlie 

extend a warm welcome, and hope you will pop in to choose from their current choices 

of Pedigree, Burton Bitter, and a guest. 

Rob and Jennie of Blythe Brewery are clearly gearing up – or brewing up? – for Christ-

mas big time. In cask right now is their lovely Xmas special, Merry Maker at 4.5%. They 

will also be selling around ten varieties of bottled beer at December markets. Included 

will be a new strong bitter Old Hoppy at 5.4%, available only in bottled form. It is named 

after the brewery cat! If you want to catch one of the markets, your December chances in 

Lichfield are: Thur 2nd, Sun 12th and Thur 16th, plus the Saturday 4th market in Stone. 

Tipple Tattle cont. 



 

The Horse and Jockey 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Good Beer Guide listed traditional country pub  
Food served 6 days a week, Tue-Sun (+ Bank Hol Mondays) 

Sunday Carvery 12-4pm, booking advisable 
Good selection of real ales always available 
Large beer garden and children’s play area  

All functions catered for, including rallies of all types 
Skittle Alley available to hire. Hog Roasts 

Camping & Caravanning site, with electric hook ups 
 

Mon 7-11; Tue-Thu 12-3 & 6-11; Fri 12-2.30 & 5.30-12; Sat-Sun 12-12 

George and Julie welcome you to  

 
Coleshill Road 
Bentley 
Atherstone 
Warwickshire 
CV9 2HL 
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It is also likely that Rob and Jennie will be hosting a tasting session of the bottles on sale 

at Amerton Farm in December, although the date for this wasn’t known at the time of 

going to press. Meanwhile, punters at the BBC Good Food Show at the NEC in Novem-

ber were treated to a tasting of Ridware Pale. Jeff Evans of the Good Bottled Beer Guide 

selected the Ridware for one of his tutored tastings. 

Sad news from Brereton is that the Plough Inn has closed and is to be knocked down 

and turned into houses. 

The Swan with Two �ecks in Longdon opens 12-3 and 5-11 from Monday to Saturday, 

rather than the 6-11 published in the new Good Beer Guide, so you’ve more early-doors 

opportunities! Sunday hours are unchanged. 

WEST MIDLANDS 

In Sutton, the Three Tuns on High Street are members of the Daniel Thwaites 1807 

Cask Club, a scheme where they get guest ales from other breweries every 3-4 weeks in a 

reciprocal arrangement. Amongst the ales offered was Gales Seafarers and Elgoods 

Golden 0ewt. They’ve also had the Thwaites Lancaster Amber, and will be signing up to 

the Thwaites Signature Range, a monthly series of seasonal specials starting in 2011. To 

this end they have increased the number of hand pumps to four. Paul and Wendy took 

over the pub just over a year ago, and this summer received the Cask Marque accredita-

tion. Wendy takes the plaudits for this, as the cellar is her baby! 

Tipple Tattle cont. 

01827 715236 
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Bottled Beer Review 

W hat a surprise, a revelation, an oddity, so unexpected! In the Co-op I spied a bot-

tle-conditioned beer. It was Freeminer Goldminer at 5% and £1.94 for 500ml. 

Hiss and in the glass, sniff and down the throat. It hit the tongue with a sparkle and the 

back of the throat like a rasp tearing away the thirst like “Ice Cold In Alex.”  Backtrack 

to the golden hue, the sweet aroma with a pungent hop 

background, the lively mouthfeel and thirst quenching 

swallow. Down it rushed to wallow and warm and swell 

with energy as it gave forth its expanding volume in a 

satisfying bloat. The condition grew and the repeat threw 

back a glorious belch of sharp hops to subside to a gnaw-

ing need for another slurp. This was a beer to be glugged 

and savoured but beware the 5% demon was released and 

a pleasured glow pervaded the body to float one’s hand 

back to the glass for another hit. What a superb beer from 

an unlikely source; I rebuffed the curiosity to read the 

bottle label and just enjoyed this spot-on brew. Go to that 

once family grocery store and pick up some bottles to take 

back and release the genie of thirst but don’t forget your 

divi number! 

Geoff Cross 

JDW Fruit and Nut Bars 

L ove or loathe them, JD Wetherspoons certainly go through a lot of ale – particularly 

during their beer festivals, where they claim to shift three million pints of real ale 

over the course of two weeks. A bonus of the recent JDW Beer Festival and previous 

ones is the one-off brewing, (unfortunately) of some weird and wonderful beers. These 

have fruits, nuts, and spices etc as additional ingredients. Wouldn’t you love to drink 

some of these beers on a daily basis if they were regular brews? At the previous April 

festival the Wowie from Maui, a Coconut Porter, was superb! Add to that recent offer-

ings of Blackcurrant, Chocolate, Coffee, Coriander, Ginger, Juniper, Rye, Strawberry 

and Vanilla flavoured beers. All of these were excellent in their own right and good ex-

amples of how unusual ingredients can make really drinkable, moreish beers which can 

appeal to both sexes. 

Pictured is label and description 

of the superb Vanilla Orchid. 

Roll on the next JDW festival. It 

will surely have more innovative 

offerings for coffee, chocolate 

and fruit and nut lovers; as well 

as for those of you who like your 

beers spicy. 

Eric Randall 
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The 20 Milligram Man 

M eet the man with a dream – a rather ghastly 

dream if your own ideal is the survival of Brit-

ain’s rich heritage of country pubs. Legal academic, 

Sir Peter North, right, authored the June report which 

called for a reduction in the blood alcohol limit for 

driving from 80 to 50mg per 100ml of blood. 

Even if you believe there’s some justification for a 

reduction, you might be chilled by the next step of 

North’s relentless logic. He said that in an “ideal 

world” the limit would be 20mg – but he has “no con-

fidence” that that’s achievable “for a decade or two.” There is debate about whether 

50mg would put you over the limit after one pint, but North’s evangelical vision of 20mg 

would certainly mean that a half of anything worth drinking would be simply too risky. 

Is a “decade or two” all we’ve got left? 

Still, with the man being a learned legal type, we can be sure that the safety benefits of a 

reduction to 50mg are backed up by a solid evidence base. Or at least that’s what the 

MPs on the Transport Committee grilling Sir Pete thought. Asked if he’d seen evidence 

from police records of how many accidents are caused by drivers whose blood alcohol 

level is between 50mg and 80mg, North replied: “It’s not something that was made avail-

able to me. My own judgment is that we don’t need that sort of evidence to bring the 

limit down.” 

Which begs the question, what sort of evidence does he need? Or is this some sort of 

faith-based approach to legislation? The disdain for “that sort of evidence” has the ring 

of the navel-gazing philosopher who thinks he can solve problems by pure thought, with-

out the inconvenience of reality poking its grubby nose in at the door. Well sorry Saint 

Pete, but Einstein or Descartes you ain’t! 

In a strictly statistical sense of course, the man is right. Bring down the limit to zero, and 

you will reduce road deaths. And curtailing other areas of human activity will also make 

us safer. But do we really want to live in a world with no driving, flying or cycling? No 

sport, wind surfing, mountain walking? No fatty or salty foods? No dangerous hot 

drinks? No ladders, stairs, electricity or gas? 

Of course, life is all about compromise – balancing risks against benefits. Drink-driving 

introduces risk, even within the limit. The Government does have a role in advising and 

legislating on such everyday compromises. But do we really want Government action in 

these areas to be based on the evidence-free dogma of characters such as Saint Pete? 

The Government has yet to reach any conclusions, but is aiming to respond to North’s 

report by “the end of the year.” 

Disagree with anything you’ve seen in these pages? Please have your say – 

contributions to Last Orders are open to all 
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T he phrase “Brilliant news from Nuneaton” feels so alien on the tongue that we just 

have to enjoy the pleasure of saying it again – brilliant news from Nuneaton! We 

can reveal that Tunnel Brewery of Ansley have just acquired a lease on their very first 

pub, the Lancet near George Eliot Hospital. The pub has been purchased by Everards 

Brewery as part of their Project William scheme, whereby they lease out pubs to small 

brewers at a good rent, with complete freedom on the cask ales other than a requirement 

to stock one Everards ale. 

The pub will be having a serious refurb and so is 

planned to open around Easter next year. We’re 

glad to say that the existing name will be ditched, 

plus the rather silly sign (right) showing that, as 

well as an inability to spell, sign makers often can-

not tell the difference between surgical instruments 

and the jousting weapons used by knights of old! 

The pub was previously the Three Horseshoes in 

days gone by, we’ll have to see what name Mike & 

Bob come up with. Be assured of Tunnel ales, a 

nice environment, and a warm welcome! We’ll 

keep you posted on progress. 

The Cutting Edge 
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Up In Smoke 

C ourtesy of London Midland Trains, we were able to pop down to some pubs in Lon-

don on a sunny Monday afternoon; a great way to ease one’s self into a new week. 

For only £10 we bought return tickets from the local station to London Euston, in fact it 

was a “Rover” day ticket which allowed travel to anywhere across the London Midland 

network. Previous outings had taken us to Liverpool, Shrewsbury, Hereford and Rugby 

so today London it was. We arrived on time, at the first pub and drank a midday half.  

Ye Olde Mitre, left, is an easily missed pub 

down an alley between two streets in Hatton Gar-

den. This jewel of a pub has an olde worlde inte-

rior with heavy wooden furniture, leaded lights, 

bottles, prints and plates. It feels warm and cosy 

and is a lunchtime haven for the local jewellers 

who can eat reasonably priced snacks and sup a 

decent range of beers. We had the Fuller’s Lon-

don Pride as one should and it tasted in good 

condition which you would expect at £3.20 a 

pint. 

Our next refuge was the Jerusalem Tavern, below, a short walk around the corner. This 

pub is closed on Saturday and Sunday but is worth the weekday visit. It is the only pub 

tied to the St Peter’s Brewery in Suffolk. There were three beers on tap, all at £3.10 a 

pint, so we worked up the range starting with 

the Golden Ale at 4.7%, as named a golden beer 

with a sweet aroma and taste and a medium 

hoppy finish. Second was the Old Style Porter 

at 5.1%. This was ruby red with damson fruit 

tastes, and a dry finish which developed hoppi-

ness late. Finally there was the Cream Stout at 

6.5%. This was rich and sweet and creamy with 

a satisfying creamy background. We were sorry 

to leave this delightful pub having met a fellow 

Brummie beer man who enthused about some 

of the brews he remembered such as Ansell’s Bitter and M&B Mild from Cape Hill. 

However, it was 1.15 so we had to leave this unique pub for the next port of call. 

The next destination was a pub previously un-

known to us and when we arrived the façade looked 

a little daunting as the pub sat amongst a building 

site with steel barriers and builder’s vans.  

We knew the Old Fountain, left, was near Moor-

fields Eye Hospital and soon found it in an adjacent 

street. The entrance was negotiated carefully and 

wow, what a selection of beers! Dark Star is the 

brewer of Hylder Blonde, probably a stronger ver-
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sion of their Hophead. The floral aroma wreathed elderflower from the bright and spar-

kling body. The taste was fantastic, an effervescence of hops with their floral taste; it was 

just so good we had to have three pints before we could tear ourselves away.  

Our fourth and final pub was the Wenlock Arms, bar pictured below. This is a four 

times winner of the local branch pub of the year, so it has a reputation to uphold. We 

were not disappointed! The barman advised us to try the Brodie’s Sunshine from a local 

brewery set up in 2008 by a brother and sister team, Jamie and Lizzie Brodie. With 

prices above £3 so far, we were happy that this was £2.90, because we assumed that Lon-

don would be overpriced. The beer was brilliant with a golden yellow colour, sweet and 

flowery in both taste and 

aroma and satisfying hoppy 

finish. A perfect beer on 

which to end. Reluctantly we 

left for the station to catch the 

5.13 home. What a great day 

with good weather, great beer 

and a fellow drinker. I still 

don’t know why they call it 

the Smoke! 

Geoff Cross 

Up In Smoke cont. 

 THE UXBRIDGE ARMS 

CHURCH ST 

CHASETOWN 
01543 677852 and 

01543 674853 
 

Now open all day 

every day, 12-12 

Five Hand pulls, over 300 regularly changing beers per 
year. Three ciders—scrumpy on hand pull 
70+ malt whiskies, 24 fruit wines, bar billiards 
Meals served in bar, lounge or Hayloft Restaurant 
Dogs are welcome in the bar 
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A s reported in the last issue, the historic Highgate Brewery is now once again open 

for business. Production ceased in June with the loss of 22 jobs. But at the end of 

October, a new private consortium made up of chief executive John Taylor and head 

brewer Paran Sandhu took on a five-year lease on the Walsall outfit. Twelve new jobs 

have been created as a result of the takeover and eleven of those employed are former 

Highgate workers. 

Mr Sandhu was previously head brewer at Highgate, with ten years at the helm, while Mr 

Taylor has thirty years of experience in the brewing industry. Their takeover of the 112-

year-old brewery is a bold commit-

ment, as the brewery has been plagued 

by financial problems in recent years. 

They plan to turn the current hospitality 

suite into a working museum and are 

currently looking at ways to fund the 

work. 

Local Brummy historian Carl Chinn, 

who assisted in the campaign to save 

the brewery, is pictured by the gates 

donated by the Friends of Highgate 

Brewery group. 

Gates open at Highgate 

B eer Humbug to Christmas and the New Year and all the festive frivolities that are asso-
ciated with them. Surely it’s the seasonale winter warmers that are the real reason to be 

jolly! What could be better than the prospect of strong, rich and flavoursome ales to replace 
those winter blues with winter booze? These types of beers are not always available all year 
round, and are enjoyed with relish by most as a result. So instead of looking forward to what 
Santa might bring, you can look forward to Twelve Beers of Christmas and a Hoppy New 
Year. Christmas crackers to have pulled for you could include some of the following. 

Hook Norton Twelve Days, a dark, rich, spicy brew. Bath Festivity, a 
cracking rum porter. Another appropriately named ale is Mauldons 
Bah Humbug and how about a Christmas Kiss from Phoenix. Beowulf 
Dragon Smoke Stout and Blythe Dr Johnsons Porter are both dark and 
delicious. Pale and hoppy with spice flavours is Church End Yule Bryn-
ner, (for those of you having a bad hair day). To warm the parts other 
beers can't reach try a dark, vinous Sarah Hughes Ruby Mild. Batemans 
Rosey Nosey will probably give you one if you drink too many of them! 
The Bond fans amongst you could try Moonraker from J.W. Lees. For 
Pink Floyd fans, Dark Side of the Moose from Purple Moose would be 
an apt choice. And if you are not afraid of the dark you could try 
Thornbridge St.Petersburg Imperial Russian Stout. Eat, Drink and be 
Merry! 

Eric Randall 

Beer Humbug 
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A rmed with Steve Thomas’s excellent Good Beer 
Guide Germany we decided to smoke out some of 

the Rauchbiers of Bavaria. This distinctive style of beer, 
in which smoked malt is used in its making, is a special-
ity of Bamberg and the surrounding areas. Using Bam-
berg as our base, we used public transport and Shanks’s 
ponies on our quest. These enabled us to seek out and 
try ten different smoke beers from eight breweries. We 
then compiled our top ten smokes league table. 

Starting in Bamberg we tried two of the Heller brewery 
versions, (their tap pictured right). The first was Aecht 
Schlenkerla Rauchbier-Märzen. It was reddish brown in 
colour with an intense burnt smokiness and discernable 
malt flavours, but rather thin on the palate. Their 
Rauchbier-Urbock was stronger, dark ruby in colour with 
burnt caramel and molasses notes, warming alcohol and 
a long smoky finish with good mouthfeel. Most breweries make a stronger beer (Bockbier), 
some are available all year with most being seasonal and appearing in spring or late autumn. 

Next in the Spezial brewery tap (pictured below), we tried two of their smoke beers. This 
was the first of two places that we visited where an unusual device was spotted. This was a 
heater element which could be immersed in the beer if requested to warm it up. Not a bad 
idea during the colder months as the beer seems to be served at a cold temperature all year 
round. The Spezial Rauchbier Lager had a bronze hue with a gentle smokiness whereas the 
Rauchbier Märzen was dark amber, rich, smoky and warming. 

In the pleasant, modern Abseits cafe bar which is situated near the railway station we tried 
the mid-brown Fischer Rauchbier. Brewed in 
Greuth, it has a smooth subtle smokiness and 
sweet malty finish. 

It was time to head out of town to the Drei 
Kronen in Memmelsdorf to try their Stöffla Keller- 
Rauchbier. This was a chestnut coloured beer with 
subtle toffee and caramel flavours and a pleasant 
smoky finish. In Zeil is the Göller brewery, which 
does an extensive range of beers which we had 
already sampled the previous May. This is when 
the pubs open their beer gardens and where we 
enjoyed sitting under the huge horse chestnut trees 
in the dappled sunshine. 

Bavarian beer gardens came into being mostly due 
to a 1539 Bavarian law banning brewing in the 
summer months. This was because brewing kettles 
could cause fires. Thus a year’s supply had to be 
brewed from October to May and the beers stored 

Smokey Bandits 
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in cold places. As well as caves, storage cellars were dug into the ground and horse chestnut 
trees planted above which gave maximum shade with their large leaves. We were inside on 
this occasion drinking the copper coloured Rauchbier. It had a light smokiness throughout 
which intensified a bit on the palate. Quite drinkable overall if you don’t mind drinking it 
from a vase, which was the unusual shape of the glass it was served in.  

After catching the train to Hirschaid, a lengthy walk took us to Röbersdorf and the Weber 
brewpub where we had the bottled Röbersdorfer Rauchbier  (label pictured below). This was 
mid-brown with a nice smoky aroma, full smoky flavour and a good lasting finish. We had a 
Hausplatte apiece to eat with our beers; this consisted mostly of various cured meats which 
enhanced the smokiness of the beer even more. A further walk away was the small village of 
Herrnsdorf where we located the Barnikel brewery tap with its rustic old fashioned interior 
and wood burning stove as a central feature. Their Rauchbier was a burnished gold, low in 
carbonation with light smoke and toffee notes. 

On another day after catching a bus to Viereth we enjoyed a pleasant stroll, admiring the 
scenery and autumn colours before arriving at the sleepy little village of Viereth-Trunstadt. 
Here in the relaxing interior of the Kundmüller brewery tap we tried the amber, gently 
smoked Weiherer Rauch. It had nice condition but needed a bit more oomph. We had a cou-
ple of hours to spend here and decided to try some of their other beers. This required pa-
tience as the often absent landlady 
was maybe feeding the goats in the 
garden at the rear of the pub; or 
attending to other tasks rather 
than the immediate needs of the 
pubs patrons which added to the 
charm of the place. 

Eric Randall 

Smokey Bandits cont. 

1 Heller 

 Aecht Schlenkerla Rauchbier-Urbock 

2 Weber 

 Röbersdorfer Rauchbier 

3 Spezial 

 Rauchbier Märzen 

4 Heller 

 Aecht Schlenkerla Rauchbier-Märzen 

5 Drei Kronen 

 Stöffla Keller-Rauchbier 

6 Göller 

 Rauchbier 

7 Fischer 

 Rauchbier 

8 Kundmüller 

 Weiherer Rauchbier 

9 Barnikel 

 Rauchbier 

10 Spezial  

 Rauchbier Lager 

 Top Ten Smokes 
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R arely an issue of Last Orders goes by without the 

exploits of BrewDog featuring somewhere in these 

pages. The canny Scottish brewery has an efficient pub-

licity machine, grabbing attention and courting contro-

versy by their weird and usually loony products or cam-

paigns. The beer is so good that we’ll forgive them. 

The latest absurd tastelessness was the “world’s small-

est protest,” featuring a four-and-a-half foot dwarf. The 

diminutive gent was sent to lobby Parliament for a “small beer” measure of two-thirds of 

a pint to be introduced in UK pubs. The previous Government did consider a new two-

thirds measure, but it was quietly dropped. 

BrewDog like the idea because it would suit 

their higher gravity beers. That, and the fact 

that they bought a lorry-load of two-thirds 

glasses in anticipation of the legislation. 

Do we really need the new measure? It’s hard 

to see many pubs welcoming a whole new set 

of glasses, when so few serve in the one-third 

glasses which are currently legal. 

We don’t know how the dwarf got on! 

Small Beer 

P ubs which appear in the Good Pub Guide have been getting rather unwelcome letters 

from the publishers. The guide – which is nothing to do with the CAMRA Good 

Beer Guide and indeed has no direct CAMRA input – is now in its 29th year. But from 

next year, the publishers are planning to charge pubs up to £200 for entry! As many li-

censees have noted, a guide which charges for entry becomes more of an advertising 

booklet than an independent guide to the best pubs. An excellent pub which refuses to 

pay the charge won’t get in – which seriously compromises the integrity of the book. 

Beer savvy readers will also have serious questions about the 

pubs which get into the guide in its pre-

sent format.  Nuneaton’s sole entry is the 

Attleborough Arms, laughably described 

as having a “wide range of ales”, while 

Birmingham city merits just one entry. 

Okay, the Old Joint Stock is a great pub 

but is that all Brum really has to offer? 

If you’re more interested in beer quality 

than the number of horse brasses in a pub, 

we recommend that you stick with the 

Good Beer Guide! 

Bad Pub Guide? 

� � 
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Tightfists Corner 

S ome issues ago, we praised the Nationwide Building Society FlexAccount as a su-

perb way of getting a good deal on foreign money for boozing trips. The NW used to 

offer cash withdrawal at foreign ATMs at inter-bank exchange rates, with no commission 

charge. It was as good as you could get, with no catches. 

Now NW – bastards! – have introduced a 2% commission on any debit card transactions, 

plus a £1 charge if the transaction is an ATM withdrawal of folding. NW claim that it is 

still one of the best deals around, not that they’d say any different. 

So what is your best bet these days? Change before you go? Use your credit card? Or 

simply carry on with the NW debit card? A recent trip (November) to Düsseldorf al-

lowed some testing of the water. 

Easily the worst deal was using Travelex at the airport. €300 would have a cost a ruinous 

£301.05, due to a €1.015/£ exchange rate plus a £4.99 commission. If you were stupid 

enough to buy here, and then equally stupid enough to use their ‘no charge’ buyback if 

you came back with €300, then you’d receive £224.30, a loss of £76.75. This is because 

they buy back at €1.3375/£. The ‘spread’ between selling and buying rates is the hidden 

commission where they make money – although it’s pleasing to note that the Travelex 

clerks at Birmingham airport looked gratifyingly bored! Punters passed them by for the 

most part. You’ll get the same spread principle if you change money on the high street, 

although probably not such a wide spread. At the end of the day, you are paying for the 

cash handling that is done on your behalf. 

Spurning Travelex, a Düsseldorf ATM using the FlexAccount card yielded €300 of beer 

tokens at a cost of £267.47. Using the debit card as plastic (i.e. not drawing cash) means 

that the £1 surcharge disappears, so that a €300 spend would equate to £266.47. 

Surprisingly, by far the best deal was obtained using a Virgin credit card to pay for the 

hotel room. Here, the equivalent of €300 came in at £262.69, four quid (about 1½ pints) 

cheaper than the Nationwide equivalent. And – tightwads take note – if you have a Vir-

gin cashback card, then you’ll also pocket an extra 0.8% or around two quid! 

There’s a minor caution here, in that the two transactions were carried out on different 

days, so that changes in exchanges rates may have skewed the results. But the moral of 

the story is clear – do your research and choose wisely, unless of course you get a kick 

out of filling bankers’ pockets with your money! 

Are you being driven to drink? You can be with public transport! 

One of the best sources of transport info is Traveline, whose 

phone line provides local information for anywhere in the UK. 

In the Midlands, the local Traveline website, 

www.travelinemidlands.co.uk, is highly recommended. It’s integrated across the buses, 

trains and trams, and provides reliable door-to-door information – go armed with post-

codes and a reasonable idea of when you want to travel, and you can’t go wrong. For 

other destinations in the UK, start your search at www.traveline.org.uk.  
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Missing out?Missing out?Missing out?Missing out?    
Missing out on Last Orders? We distribute 

the magazine widely throughout the branch 

area, but if you would like to sign up for 

email delivery (PDF format, approx 2MB 

per issue) then please email the editor. Note 

that current and back issues are also 

available on the branch website. We can 

arrange for paper copies to be mailed if you 

provide the stamps. And if you know of a 

branch pub which would like to stock the 

newsletter, then please let us know! 
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F or the third year running, the 
Bishop Vesey has been awarded 

our branch Pub of the Year for the 
West Midlands area. This again spot-
lights the pub as a haven for a wide 
range of well-kept real ales at a terrific 
price. JD Wetherspoons offer a selec-
tion of drinks from tea and coffee to 
wines and spirits with beer, cider and 
lager as the mainstay. All are served 
with efficiency and customer awareness 
by staff who are visibly well supported 
by their enthusiastic management. The 
food is good and wholesome and at 
fantastic prices. The opening hours are tailored to fit the customer and the Vesey is a busy 
vibrant meeting place for its many varied customers. The Vesey has matured into a pleasing 
venue to eat, drink and be merry and deserves the recognition from the local CAMRA 
branch. Well done indeed. 

Pictured above is Branch Vice-Chair, Geoff Cross presenting the 2010 Pub of the Year cer-
tificate to manager Siobhan Hayward and some of her team. 

Bishop Vesey wins again 
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Local Festival Diary 

Festivals with a bold heading are CAMRA festivals, where entrance is either free or dis-

counted to CAMRA members. Why not join? See page 23. 
 

17-19th December, Crown Xmas 2010 Beer Festival 

The Crown Inn, 10 Bond Street, Nuneaton, CV11 4BX. 

24 ales, up to 10 ciders/perries 

 

27-30th Dec, Old Oak Inn Beer Festival 

Old Oak Inn, Main Street, Horsley Woodhouse, DE7 6AW  

 

4-5th Feb, Redditch Winter Ale Festival 

The Rocklands Social Club, 59 Birchfield Road, Redditch, B97 4LB 

30 ales plus cider and perry. Fri 5-11, Sat 11-11. See www.redditchwaf.org.uk 

 

4-5th Feb, Lichfield Beer & Wine Festival 

The Guildhall, Bore Street, Lichfield, WS13 6LU  

Over 35 ales. Fri & Sat 12-11 
 

Holding a beer festival? Let us know and we will advertise the event here free of charge. 

Details to LST.Camra@yahoo.co.uk  

F or those of a delicate nature, please turn the page now. For those with a more robust 

disposition, by reading on you may learn something you didn’t want to know. 

Which brings us to our topic. The Füchschen in Düsseldorf is a pleasant and congenial 

brewpub, serving fine Alt beers and excellent food. So it was a bit surprising to spot the 

facility, pictured below, in the gentleman’s toilets. What does this picture show? 

It certainly isn’t for washing your hands. And it’s neither toilet nor bidet. In short, it’s not 

for number ones or number twos, but number threes – throwing your guts up! When your 

German gent of discernment has decided that he simply cannot drink any more, and nei-

ther can he break the laws of physics, then off he trots to decorate this device. It’s obvi-

ously a fact of life that a tiny number of people will puke up 

when on the booze, but it seems a piece of relentless Teutonic 

logic to decide that, therefore, you will have a place for vomit-

ing. Particularly in a reasonably upmarket, adult place like the 

Füchschen. 

Sad to say, such bits of specialised porcelain are found else-

where in Germany, particularly in Bavarian beer garden toilets. 

The full monty jobs include gripping handles to either side, so 

that you can really get down to business. If the Germans had a 

sense of humour, these places would bear the message of  

“Please drink responsibly.” 

Too Much Information 
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STEEL CUCKOOS 

 

Tim and Sue 

welcome you to 

The Rose Inn 
Main Road, Baxterley 

Warwickshire CV9 2LE 

01827 713939 

Good Beer Guide listed with four 

Cask Marque accredited real ales 

Food served 12 to 2pm and 7 to 

9.30pm, All Day Sat & Sun 

Sunday carvery 12 to 6pm 

Menu featuring homemade 

favourites, vegetarian specials, and 

Frank Parker’s finest Scotch beef 

Pensioners super value 2 course 

lunch Mon-Fri £4.95 

Skittle alley - please enquire about 

our ‘Beer & Skittles’ nights 

Function room available for 

weddings and special occasions 

Conference and training facilities 

Dogs welcome in the bar 

A mongst the star beers at Tamworth Beer Festival in September was Master of the 

Spooniverse by the Steel City brew crew. This American-hopped pale stunner 

clinched the Bronze award for beer of the fest. The beer was named in honour of the late 

Chris Fudge, amongst whose interests was the pursuit of Class 47 trains, otherwise 

known as “Spoons.” 

Pictured below is Claire Fudge presenting the award to brewers Dave Szwejkowski (left) 

and Gazza Prescott (right). Dave and Gazza were both good friends of Chris, and do-

nated all profits from the sale of this 

beer to charity. 

Presentation of the award involved the 

hardship of a trip to Sheffield and its 

pubs, particularly the Wellington, 

which adjoins the Little Ale Cart 

brewery. It is here that the Steel City 

crew resides, as “cuckoo brewers” – 

brewers who rent the use of somebody 

else’s kit to make their own brews. 

Dave and Gazza are self-confessed 

hopheads whose brews never fail to 

impress. Well done! 


